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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

  

In this e-guide: 

AI is red hot. It’s the biggest hyped trend since … the last one. 

The four horsemen of the IT apocalypse – mobile, social, cloud, 

and big data – are now watering their horses while the robot 

army of artificial intelligence gathers its forces. 

 

For the fashion for AI and its more down-to-earth sub-set, 

machine learning on big data sets, is not merely hype. 

 

Gathered here is some recent Computer Weekly coverage of AI, 

showing it realised for business benefit, interacting with the 

containerisation trend and cyber-security, and cogitated upon 

with scholarly seriousness. 

 

Learn how companies such as Maersk, Opel and Nestlé are 

automating their supply chains, using machine learning, 

blockchain, and 5G; how the container orchestration platform 

Kubernetes is becoming an AI platform; and how the ethics of 

AI is an area in which the UK could exercise global hegemony. 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://www.computerweekly.com/feature/Trust-and-openness-vital-to-get-benefits-from-supply-chain-automation
https://www.computerweekly.com/feature/Trust-and-openness-vital-to-get-benefits-from-supply-chain-automation
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252452499/How-Kubernetes-is-becoming-a-platform-for-AI
https://www.computerweekly.com/feature/Nigel-Shadbolt-on-why-the-UK-is-well-placed-to-lead-on-the-ethics-of-AI
https://www.computerweekly.com/feature/Nigel-Shadbolt-on-why-the-UK-is-well-placed-to-lead-on-the-ethics-of-AI
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

Also there is a clutch of stories about some recent IT supplier 

initiatives in AI – from Google, Microsoft, and IBM, as well as an 

account of how machine learning-enhanced tools are 

necessary to keep up with current cyber- threats, but are not 

perfect and will not solve the security skills gap problem. As 

ever, there is the human factor. 

Brian McKenna, business applications editor 

  
 

  

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252452198/Google-AI-Hub-aims-to-accelerate-artificial-intelligence-project-development-in-enterprises
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252451571/Future-Decoded-2018-Adopt-AI-or-get-left-behind-Microsoft-warns
https://www.computerweekly.com/feature/IBM-pushes-the-boundaries-of-AI-but-insists-companies-take-an-ethical-approach
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252452503/AI-enhanced-security-tools-necessary-for-todays-threats
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

  

 Trust and openness vital to get benefits 
from supply chain automation 

Lindsay Clark, guest contributor 

If every trading nation reduced common supply chain inefficiencies, they could 

increase global GDP by 4.7% or US$2.6tn (£2tn), according to research from 

the World Economic Forum, the World Bank and Bain & Company. Even getting 

halfway towards best practice would boost trade by 14.5% or US$1.6tn. 

Such is the prize in improving efficiency in ports, shipping and global logistics, it 

is focusing the minds of technology firms that are looking to automate and 

improve the accuracy of data gathering and business processes. 

Tim Lawrence, global head of manufacturing at PA Consulting, says the 

technological building blocks for automating and improving efficiency in global 

supply chains are falling into place. 

Developments in the internet of things (IoT) offer insight into the movement of 

goods without the need for humans to log information, while the advent of 5G 

mobile data will offer bandwidth to more sensors and devices that can share 

data in real time. Advances in analytics and machine learning are also playing a 

role, he says. 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252449437/Best-supply-chain-firms-are-masters-of-data-and-automation
https://internetofthingsagenda.techtarget.com/blog/IoT-Agenda/From-farm-to-table-IoT-in-supply-chains
https://searchnetworking.techtarget.com/definition/5G
https://searchenterpriseai.techtarget.com/podcast/Machine-learning-applications-From-lab-to-enterprise
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

Some of these technologies are already being applied to real-world problems 

(see box below), but it is blockchain that is attracting the most attention. Its 

ability to create an immutable ledger of events appeals to those trying to secure 

applications that can be trusted to share data between supply chain 

participants. 

A joint venture between IBM and global shipping firm Maersk has culminated in 

the launch of a blockchain-based shipping system designed to create more 

efficient and secure trade between countries and across international 

boundaries. The platform, dubbed TradeLens, is backed by 90 organisations 

that are already using it or plan to do so. 

Marie Wieck, IBM’s general manager for blockchain, says early work between 

Maersk and IBM found that a single international shipment, on average, 

requires about 200 pieces of communication to get it to its destination. Even if 

items such as customs documents and bills of lading have been digitised, they 

are held on multiple systems which are difficult to integrate, she says. 

“Data is held in siloed applications,” says Wieck. “The majority of shipping time 

is not spent crossing oceans, but in the ports. There is a huge risk of waste, 

error and inefficiency when people pull data and information together.” 

 

 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://searchcio.techtarget.com/definition/blockchain
https://www.tradelens.com/
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

Interact more efficiently 

TradeLens uses blockchain to create a single shared view of a transaction 

without compromising details, privacy or confidentiality, says IBM. Shippers, 

shipping lines, freight forwarders, port and terminal operators, inland 

transportation and customs authorities can interact more efficiently through real-

time access to shipping data and shipping documents, it says. 

The trade document module, released under the ClearWay beta program, 

enables importers and exporters, customs brokers and trusted third parties such 

as customs agencies to collaborate in cross-organisational business processes 

and information exchanges through so-called “smart contracts”, backed by a 

secure, non-repudiable audit trail, says IBM. 

Maersk and IBM say one early trial reduced the transit time of a shipment of 

packaging materials to a production line in the US by 40%. Meanwhile, locating 

shipping containers was in some cases reduced from 10 steps requiring five 

people to one step performed by one person. 

Container liners Pacific International Lines, Maersk Line and Hamburg Süd 

have signed up to TradeLens, together with logistics firms Agility, Ceva and 

Damco, and port operators PSA Singapore, International Container Terminal 

Services and Patrick Terminals. 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://searchcrm.techtarget.com/feature/Smart-contracts-on-blockchain-the-next-wave-of-CRM-automation
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

IBM is publishing the TradeLens APIs (application programming interfaces) to 

developers and is working with openshipping.org on open industry standards for 

the technology. The system is expected to be fully commercially available by the 

end of 2018. 

Not only blockchain: approaches to supply chain automation 

Opel gains real-time visibility of supply chain cashflow 

Opel Automobile is streamlining the information flow and payment processes 

within its global supply chain – including suppliers, dealerships and financial 

institutions – with payment management systems from OpenText. Using the 

system, Opel can integrate accounts payable and payment systems, 

streamlining electronic funds transfers to provide real-time visibility into cash, 

liquidity and financial positions. OpenText also gives Opel’s payment team 

strengthened control and delegation procedures, as well as improved support 

for global suppliers and dealerships through enhanced B2B integration and 

digital payment processes, the company says. 

CNH gains supply chain visibility with GT Nexus 

Industrial equipment manufacturer CNH chose to consolidate supply chain data 

on the GT Nexus platform, including information from various enterprise 

resource planning (ERP) systems, suppliers and carriers, third-party logistics 

firms and freight forwarders. Creating the network offered a single source of 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://searcherp.techtarget.com/feature/GT-Nexus-cloud-supply-chain-platform-irons-wrinkles-for-clothing-maker
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

data visibility to understand upstream supply issues. Richard van der Meulen, 

director solution consulting, Emea and Apac, at GT Nexus, says the system 

uses machine learning to predict the arrival times of goods through the supply 

chain based on years of historic data. 

Nestlé invests in digital warehouse 

Global food and drinks company Nestlé is working with XPO Logistics to build 

an automated 638,000ft2 distribution centre in the UK’s East Midlands. The 

custom-designed distribution centre, scheduled for completion in 2020, is set to 

feature automated sorting systems and robotics alongside automation co-

developed with Swisslog Logistics Automation. The firms aim to integrate 

predictive data and intelligent machines to improve supply chain speed and 

efficiency. 

But IBM is not the only tech firm applying blockchain to the problem of 

international shipping and logistics. 

Accenture is also working with aerospace firm Thales to exploit blockchain to 

authenticate component provenance through the supply chain. The project is 

still in development and is yet to go live. 

It is also working with beverage firm AB InBev, shipping firm APL, logistics 

company Kuehne + Nagel and a European customs organisation to test a 

blockchain system designed to eliminate printed shipping documents. Ongoing 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252437245/AB-InBev-settles-out-of-court-in-600m-SAP-licensing-dispute
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

results suggest the freight and logistics industry could save hundreds of millions 

of dollars a year by adopting the system, says Accenture. 

The system would replace more than 20 different documents, many of which 

are often paper-based, to enable goods to move from exporter to importer more 

easily. 

Smart contracts 

Graham Richter, Accenture blockchain practice lead for the UK and Ireland, 

says the shared data can be used in smart contracts that can execute many of 

the tasks currently performed by employees. Manual interventions are 

necessary only when the system flags exceptions to rules, he says. 

“We have built around 50 proof-of-concept applications based on blockchain 

technology,” says Richter. “We’ve proved it works, but in simulations based on 

sample data.” 

The reason why supply chain participants are yet to adopt the technology is that 

it has only recently become mature enough to manage multimillion-dollar supply 

chains, says Richter. An effective system may require as many as five parties to 

recognise the value of the technology, agree on blockchain standards and 

overcome their fear of relying on a new system while live case studies remain 

scarce, he adds. 

http://www.computerweekly.com
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

Using blockchain applications to run supply chains necessitates companies 

sharing their data across organisational boundaries – something that, 

understandably, makes them nervous, says Richter. But that will change in 

time.  

“In the next year, you will see an inflection point where the technology 

graduates from the lab,” he says. “Serious companies are putting serious 

money into moving the real world onto blockchain. Some will fail, and some will 

succeed. Other companies will gain confidence from the successes and the 

uptake will be quick. 

“The technology set-up is not very different for each use case. You can adapt 

solutions quickly because a lot of big companies have very similar systems, 

based on SAP, Oracle or one of the other top five enterprise software suites. In 

a short time, standard connectors will be developed for common applications 

and it will be a case of plug and play.” 

While blockchain and other technologies promise to improve supply chain 

efficiency, most use cases address administrative problems, says PA 

Consulting’s head of manufacturing, Tim Lawrence, and the value they add will 

be limited unless businesses can overcome internal cultural barriers to sharing 

data more freely. 

 

“The transaction layer of automation can be quite straightforward, but the 

operational and strategic layer is more difficult,” he says. Companies could 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/tim-lawrence-2086262
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

automate decisions about where in the supply chain is best to hold inventory 

and at what time, for example, but they would need to overcome organisational 

barriers, he points out. 

“That starts with collaboration within the organisation,” says Lawrence. “But you 

face silos – procurement, supply chain and logistics all talk to each other, but 

are not joined up. If you then want a supplier to share data and jointly automate 

decision-making, then that requires a mature discussion. As well as technology 

investment, you have to discuss how you will share the benefits.” 

Yet attention directed towards supply chain automation is growing, and in 

August 2018, research firm McKinsey & Co called for a new approach. “To 

capture the full potential of no-touch supply chain planning, companies will also 

need to invest in advanced analytics, machine learning technologies and 

process redesign, while also adapting their organisational structures,” it says. 

As these technologies mature, companies that have already laid the foundations 

for supply chain automation will be ahead of the pack. 

  

 Next Article 

 

 

 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://www.computerweekly.com/blog/Data-Matters/The-block-chain-supply-chain-Will-these-chains-meet-ever-meet
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

  

 How Kubernetes is becoming a platform 
for AI 

Cliff Saran, managing editor 

Kubernetes is fast approaching the point of being ready for the enterprise, 

according to the Cloud Native Computing Forum (CNCF), and artificial 

intelligence (AI) is one of the application areas that could benefit from the 

container orchestration platform. 

Opening the first KubeCon conference in China, Dan Kohn, executive director of 

the CNCF, said: “Graduated projects like Kubernetes have crossed the chasm 

and are ready for early adoption.” 

AI featured highly among the technical areas being showcased at the Shanghai 

conference. 

Containers make it easy to distribute and re-use applications, along with the 

infrastructure needed to run them. The approach of packaging applications in 

containers has been used in the scientific community to support peer review, by 

enabling scientists to share their applications used in their research. Similarly, 

AI tends to require a full ecosystem of software components and expensive 

graphics processing units (GPUs) to accelerate AI training.  

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://searchitoperations.techtarget.com/definition/Google-Kubernetes
https://searchitoperations.techtarget.com/essentialguide/An-introduction-to-containers-and-orchestration-for-IT-admins
https://www.computerweekly.com/blog/Ahead-in-the-Clouds/Kubecon-2018-The-rise-and-rise-of-Kubernetes
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252450984/Transform-business-with-microservices-and-containers
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

During a Kubernetes AI panel discussion, Dave Aronchick, a product manager 

at Google, said: “One of the fundamental things about orchestration is that it 

offers a totally different way to do things by using cloud-native technologies to 

break down monolithic applications into microservices.” 

This concept is behind the Kubeflow project, which aims to provide a base layer 

on which workloads for machine learning and AI can be deployed and run. 

The challenge with AI and machine learning, according to Aronchick, is that 

many different software libraries need to be brought together. For instance, the 

Tensorflow library, which is used in applications such as image recognition, is 

just one aspect of a complex framework for machine learning. “Kubernetes is a 

base layer that lets you build a true end-to-end platform,” he said. 

Xin Zhang, CEO of startup Calcloud, said artificial intelligence required a new 

way to think about operating systems. “Every business is data-driven,” he 

said. “A new operating system is needed for the AI age.” 

Many components are needed to make an effective AI-driven application. For 

Zhang, the challenge for data scientists is that it is not just about the code. “The 

algorithm is only a fraction of the solution. You need to manage all the GPUs 

and CPUs, and retuning of the AI model, as well as distributed training,” he said. 

Data scientists are generally not well placed to manage all the infrastructure 

requirements for machine learning and AI. Kubernetes offers a way to connect 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://searchcloudcomputing.techtarget.com/quiz/Quiz-yourself-on-cloud-native-app-development-tools
https://www.computerweekly.com/blog/Open-Source-Insider/Google-TensorFlow-machine-learning-gone-open-source
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252446040/What-machine-learning-practitioners-can-learn-from-data-warehousing
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

these infrastructure components through an open source project called 

Kubeflow. “By leveraging Kubeflow, you can lower the barrier for data 

scientists,” he said.  

Xinglang Wang, a principal engineer at eBay, said AI had a high barrier to entry, 

but packaging tools in a Kubernetes cluster made it easier for businesses to get 

started on an AI project. At eBay, he said Kubernetes was used to create a 

unified AI platform, which enables data sharing and sharing of AI models. The 

AI platform also provides automation to enable eBay to train and deploy AI 

models.  

One of the big users at the KubeCon Shanghai event was Chinese e-

commerce retailer JD.com. Explaining the use of AI at JD.com, principal 

architect Yuan Chen described how the the company was running one of the 

largest Kubernetes clusters in the world. 

While it was traditionally used to support a microservices architecture, he said: 

“Everything is now driven by AI, so we have to use Kubernetes for AI. It is the 

right infrastructure for deep learning to train the AI models. AI scientists are 

expensive, so they should focus on their algorithms and not have to worry about 

deploying containers.” 

One example of JD.com’s application of AI is the use of a containerised 

Kubernetes cluster for machine learning to manage product image quality 

control, identification and categorisation. Chen said the company uses dynamic 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252452198/Google-AI-Hub-aims-to-accelerate-artificial-intelligence-project-development-in-enterprises
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252452198/Google-AI-Hub-aims-to-accelerate-artificial-intelligence-project-development-in-enterprises
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

workload management to balance workloads between expensive GPUs 

and processing that can be done on cheaper CPUs.  

Chen said machine learning could also be applied to Kubernetes itself for 

administering container management. “It is all about efficiency and saving costs 

by using machine learning to improve Kubernetes,” he said. At 

JD.com, machine learning is being used for efficient workload scheduling and 

maximising utilisation of IT resources. 

  

 Next Article 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.computerweekly.com
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

  

 Nigel Shadbolt on why the UK is well 
placed to lead on the ethics of AI 

Brian McKenna, business applications editor 

The UK has a genuine opportunity to take a lead on the ethics of artificial 

intelligence, says Nigel Shadbolt, principal of Jesus College, Oxford and co-

founder of the Open Data Institute (ODI). 

Indeed, many of the most important issues thrown up by AI – which Shadbolt 

began researching in the 1970s and early 1980s – are ethical in nature, he 

says. And he explores the gamut of these issues in a book he has co-written 

with Roger Hampson, The Digital Ape: how to live (in peace) with smart 

machines. 

Hampson was chief executive officer at the London Borough of Redbridge for 

16 years, and is a non-executive director of the ODI. 

“The idea was to write a popular book about AI that says ‘we’ve got agency in 

this, we have choices’,” said Shadbolt in an interview with Computer Weekly in 

July at Jesus College – an Elizabethan college with a strong link to Wales. 

Shadbolt became the Principal in 2015. “When presented to a general 

audience, they get it.” 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jesus_College,_Oxford
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/2240214857/Government-releases-first-wave-of-multi-million-pound-Release-of-Data-Fund
https://scribepublications.co.uk/books-authors/books/the-digital-ape
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nigel_Shadbolt
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

Shadbolt will take part in a panel, open to the general public, on “augmented 

humanity”, associated with Computer Weekly, at the Oxford Science and Ideas 

Festival later this year. 

He says the book adumbrates things that have, subsequent to writing it, gone 

wrong, such as the Cambridge Analytica data ethics controversy and the 

clunkiness, so far, of voice-recognition assistant devices in the home – 

comically getting hold of the wrong end of the stick. 

“I am an AI guy originally, and can say there is a lot of hyperbole and nonsense 

being spoken,” he says. 

The title of the book is a homage to Desmond Morris’ 1967 book, The Naked 

Ape. “All this technology, same old ape,” says Shadbolt. 

And he does not have in mind just homo sapiens, but all hominins. “We were 

making tools for 200,000 generations before even modern human beings 

appeared on the scene,” says Shadbolt. “That has shaped our neurology, our 

motor coordination, as well as our social coordination. So it isn’t new that 

technology is going to change us.” 

Does he expect advanced artificial intelligence technologies to change us 

again? 

“They already are, in the form of what is called extended cognition, or extended 

mind: offloading stuff you used to carry in your head to the device,” he says. 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://ifoxford.imageworksweb.co.uk/event/augmented-humanity-how-can-cutting-edge-it-benefit-people/
https://ifoxford.imageworksweb.co.uk/event/augmented-humanity-how-can-cutting-edge-it-benefit-people/
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252437738/The-Cambridge-Analytica-case-whats-a-data-scientist-to-do
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Naked_Ape
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Naked_Ape
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Extended_Mind
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Extended_Mind
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

But, again, this is not new. “They used to have this argument in classical times 

with the emergence of writing because that meant people were not carrying the 

oral tradition in their heads.” 

And it will always have limits. “The idea of us waking up with self-aware, 

sentient machines is science fiction,” says Shadbolt. “Though, along the way, 

we will build these amplifiers to our own intelligence which will collectively and 

individually change us. Such brain-machine interfaces already exist with 

implants to control Parkinson’s or prosthetic limbs.” 

However, he does see a real danger in the “concentration of power in data with 

an elite”, adding: “So we do have to think about how to empower average 

citizens and consumers to control their information and get a sense of agency. It 

is not a new idea, this. The old public intellectuals like Bertrand Russell and CP 

Snow worried about equality in similar ways.” 

Shadbolt gives the example of deep British thinking about life sciences – 

exemplified in the Warnock committee of inquiry into human fertilisation and 

embryology in the 1980s – as evidence that the UK excels in the kind of 

reflection demanded by the current upsurge in AI. 

“These are broad ethical questions,” he says. “For example, take the digital 

companions that will be with us in our houses – what happens when you can 

preserve the voice and characteristics of a deceased partner? What will be the 

social norms in that sort of world?” 

http://www.computerweekly.com
http://www.bioeticacs.org/iceb/documentos/Warnock_Report_of_the_Committee_of_Inquiry_into_Human_Fertilisation_and_Embryology_1984.pdf
http://www.bioeticacs.org/iceb/documentos/Warnock_Report_of_the_Committee_of_Inquiry_into_Human_Fertilisation_and_Embryology_1984.pdf
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

The House of Lords report on artificial intelligence, and its implications for the 

UK’s economy and society, published earlier this year, advanced the view that 

the ethics of artificial intelligence could prove a good niche. 

Shadbolt agrees. “I think we are well equipped to do that,” he says. “We could 

have a ‘Warnock commission’ about privacy and data. If we can build regulatory 

authorities that balance the interests in data exploitation similar to that which 

was done regarding stem cells in human embryology, that makes for a really 

credible argument for data as an innovation space for the UK.” 

But Brexit could throw a spanner in the works, he says. “We can now access 

the best European talent and funds and have been very successful there. The 

government says it will keep us subscribed to those programmes, but we used 

to shape them, too. And we have to work out how we properly fund our own 

research in the future.” 

Data and AI 

Shadbolt underlines the value of bringing together not only data science, on the 

one hand, and more algorithmic machine learning and artificial intelligence, on 

the other, but also infusing both with insights from other fields. “In my own work, 

I’ve surrounded the computer science with inputs from other subjects,” he says. 

“Computer science cannot stand alone: you need the life and physical sciences 

feeding in the problems.” 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252444144/Government-welcomes-Lords-AI-report-vaunts-industrial-strategy
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

And this interdisciplinarity comes over in The Digital Ape, which has arresting 

sentences, such as: “Let’s look in a little more depth at the Sahara Desert Ant, 

several species of Cataglyhis. There is computation built into the morphology of 

these small creatures.” And the text is leavened with references to philosophers, 

such as Daniel Dennett and Wittgenstein, and writers as diverse as PG 

Wodehouse and TS Eliot. 

But as well as this multidisciplinary approach, it is important, says Shadbolt, to 

calibrate data work with AI work correctly. There is a danger that AI on its own 

has become “too deeply fashionable”, he says. “You then need to think about 

the architecture very carefully. At the ODI, we talk a lot about data 

infrastructure, which is just as important as conventional infrastructure, such as 

railways and power grids,” 

Computer science at Oxford 

Shadbolt has traversed the range of computer science higher education in the 

UK. “I've gone from a pure AI department at [the University of] Edinburgh 

through a department of psychology at Nottingham, which was interested in 

human problem-solving, to professor of AI at Southampton, which was strongly 

engineering-focused,” he says. “And now I am here [at Oxford] and I think all 

those approaches have a lot to learn from one another.” 

So is there an “Oxford” approach to the subject? “Historically, it’s been very 

strong, going back to Christopher Strachey and Tony Hoare, in terms of the 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/450430605/Geospatial-Commission-announced-in-Budget-to-open-up-OS-data
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/450430605/Geospatial-Commission-announced-in-Budget-to-open-up-OS-data
https://www.era.lib.ed.ac.uk/handle/1842/8127
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christopher_Strachey
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tony_Hoare
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

formal basics of computing,” he says. “In the fundamentals of logical 

computation it is very strong, and that is always a good place to be. 

“But, over the last decade and a half, it has expanded to the applied topics, too. 

And it is flanked by very strong mathematics and statistics departments, and the 

engineering science departments.” 

Computer science is still a relatively new subject for Oxford – and it has a 

remarkably small number of undergraduates. When Shadbolt arrived, in 2015, 

there were 36 single honours students for what is “one of the strongest 

computer science departments in the country”. 

Shadbolt and his colleagues, including Sir Tim Berners-Lee, who is also a 

professor of computer science at Oxford, and Michael Wooldridge, head of the 

department, are “on a mission to get more colleges to accept computer 

science”, he says. “We’ll be taking our first intake in October [at Jesus]. It is a 

college-by-college thing.” 

Computer science is the most in-demand course across the university, with 

about 20 applicants for every place. It also has the highest number of students 

from working-class backgrounds. 

 

In fact, according to the Times Higher, the highest proportion of state school 

students is to be found on computer science courses. Between 2015 and 2017, 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/people/michael.wooldridge/
https://www.timeshighereducation.com/news/oxford-data-reveal-disciplines-admissions-equality-divide
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

77.8% of UK students enrolled in the subject at Oxford were from a state 

school. 

Moreover, 15.8% of students from the bottom two categories of socio-economic 

advantage were admitted to computer science at Oxford over the same period. 

As Anna McKie reported in the Times Higher: “This compares sharply with the 

university’s classics courses, which admitted the smallest proportion of students 

from financially disadvantaged areas, 5.2%, or from state schools, 28.9%. 

“But for all the good statistics around computer science admission data, the 

problem nationwide, and especially in our research intensive universities, is 

gender”, said Shadbolt. 

Once these Oxford computer science students graduate, says Shadbolt, 

“hanging onto the best of them is a problem in the face of interest from private 

companies and from the US [academy]”. He adds: “It was ever thus, but if we 

can work out an arrangement whereby they [the companies] can employ our 

graduates but also allow people to work with a foot in both camps, that would be 

good.” 

  

 Next Article 

 

 

http://www.computerweekly.com
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

  

 Google AI Hub aims to accelerate artificial 
intelligence project development in 
enterprises 

Caroline Donnelly, datacentre editor 

Google Cloud has reinforced its commitment to lowering the enterprise adoption 

barriers to artificial intelligence (AI) with the alpha release of AI Hub. 

The offering is being pitched by the public cloud giant as a centralised hub 

where users can access ready-made machine learning pipelines, application 

documentation and Tensorflow modules to help speed up the time it takes to get 

their AI projects off the ground. 

Enterprises can also use the AI Hub as a private storage repository for their own 

machine learning and artificial intelligence resources, where they can then be 

shared with teams from other parts of the business. 

In the beta release, Google said it plans to expand the type of assets made 

available through the AI Hub, including public contributions from third-party 

organisations and partners.   

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252451426/Philips-looks-to-artificial-intelligence-to-train-its-workforce
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252446040/What-machine-learning-practitioners-can-learn-from-data-warehousing
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252447126/Google-Deepmind-doubles-down-on-AI-led-efforts-to-improve-datacentre-energy-efficiency
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

The resources made available in the alpha release, however, have all been 

developed in-house by Google developers, including members of the Google 

Cloud AI and Google Research teams. 

The news also coincides with an expansion of Google’s Kubeflow portfolio, 

which is an open source initiative that aims to make the process of deploying 

and managing machine learning software stacks on Kubernetes containers 

easier. 

As such, the firm is rolling out Kubeflow Pipelines that will enable users to 

create machine learning code bundles that can be packaged up and used by 

other users in the same organisation, while tapping into add-on services that 

can help them analyse and validate the models they are creating. 

“Kubeflow Pipelines provides a workbench to compose, deploy and manage 

reusable end-to-end machine learning workflows, making it a no lock-in hybrid 

solution from prototyping to production,” said Hussein Mehanna, engineering 

director of the Cloud machine learning platform at Google, in a supporting blog 

post. 

“It also enables rapid and reliable experimentation, so users can try many 

machine learning techniques to identify what works best for their application.” 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://searchitoperations.techtarget.com/news/252452135/Kubernetes-on-VMware-gains-a-lifeline-with-Heptio-acquisition
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252450825/Google-Cloud-CTO-Brian-Stevens-on-using-open-source-for-competitive-advantage-in-the-public-cloud
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

The blog post further reveals that Google now has more than 15,000 

organisations paying to use its machine learning services across a range of 

industries, including manufacturing, e-commerce and healthcare.   

“Our goal is to put AI in reach of all businesses, but doing that means lowering 

the barriers to entry. That’s why we build all our AI offerings with three ideas in 

mind: make them simple, so more enterprises can adopt them; make them 

useful to the widest range of organisations; and make them fast, so businesses 

can iterate and succeed more quickly,” said Mehanna. 

This is important, he added, because of how few data scientists there are in the 

world to assist the developer community with helping enterprises realise their AI 

ambitions. 

“Although there are approximately 20 million developers worldwide, there are 

only 2 million data scientists. They need tools that can help them scale their 

efforts, and organisations need more ways to take advantage of their work and 

make it accessible to their developers and engineers.” 

  

 Next Article 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://searchbusinessanalytics.techtarget.com/feature/Reddit-and-the-aspiring-data-scientist
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

  

 Future Decoded 2018: Adopt AI or get left 
behind, Microsoft warns 

Cliff Saran, managing editor 

On the first day of its annual UK conference, Future Decoded, Microsoft 

unveiled its latest in-depth study covering the risks and opportunities of artificial 

intelligence (AI). 

AI will impact every business, according to Microsoft’s Maximising the AI 

opportunity report. Businesses that fail to grasp the potential impact of AI are 

likely to fall behind. 

In the introduction to the report, Cindy Rose, CEO, Microsoft UK, said: “Our 

research reveals that two in five of the UK’s business leaders believe their 

current business model will cease to exist in five years’ time. However, fewer 

than half of the UK organisations we spoke to have an AI strategy in place. 

“Organisations investing in AI are already significantly outperforming those who 

are not. But there is a growing gap between the number of employees calling for 

support in developing the skills to work with AI and the number of organisations 

actually providing it.” 

http://www.computerweekly.com
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

The study, based on a survey of 1,000 business leaders and 4,000 employees, 

found that 41% of leaders believe their current models will cease to exist within 

five years and only 18% of employees are learning new skills to keep up with 

changes to their work caused by AI. 

The research also reported that 51% of businesses do not currently have an AI 

strategy in place. 

Discussing the benefits of artificial intelligence and machine learning, Microsoft 

UK’s chief operating officer, Clare Barclay, described AI as “the next wave of 

technology” and said its benefits could drive real value. However, she added: 

“We heard a lot from customers about confusion and the impact of AI on their 

business.” 

Microsoft’s research found that organisations that have already adopted an 

ethical approach to the use of AI are outperforming those that have not done so 

by 9%. 

 

“Whether you are big or small, AI can underpin your business,” said Barclay. 

“But the research showed businesses need to address people’s concerns about 

AI, and the need to balance automation with reskilling staff.  

Barclay believes businesses are being quite thoughtful on ethics, and how it 

impacts their customers and their staff. “The ethical framework of how any 

organisation uses AI is pivotal.”  

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252450075/AI-will-boost-productivity-in-the-NHS-says-digital-minister
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

Mirroring the findings in the House of Lords select committee on artificial 

intelligence, she said: “There needs to be a framework that provides 

transparency and ethics for AI. How AI makes decisions will be fundamental to 

people’s human rights.” 

In the report, Microsoft urged business leaders and decision makers in public 

sector bodies to regard AI technologies as a collective process of continuous 

learning and improvement. 

For the UK to make a success of AI, the report stated this learning exercise 

should be approached with transparency, excitement, and healthy scepticism, 

and guided not just by organisational concerns but by social ones too. 

“Only then can organisations of all shapes, sizes and sectors build an AI 

strategy that delivers the right outcomes – for both themselves and the 

employees, customers and societies they serve," Microsoft said in the report. 

Preparing staff 

Microsoft’s study found that a third (32%) of leaders admit to being unsure 

about how to start preparing staff with the skills they need for the future, while, 

according to Microsoft, business leaders and employees often exhibit very 

different views on what those skills should be in the first place. 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252438994/Ethics-key-to-AI-development-says-Lords-committee
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252438994/Ethics-key-to-AI-development-says-Lords-committee
https://www.computerweekly.com/blog/Data-Matters/Is-AI-ethics-enough-of-a-niche-for-the-UKs-economic-strategy
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

While 47% of leaders believe creativity will be a key skill for the future, nearly 

half (45%) of employees feel the ability to develop new processes will become 

more important to their jobs. 

“AI has the opportunity to make organisations stronger, not just leaner,” said 

Barclay. “She said this may involve businesses partnering with trade unions to 

enable people to reskill. This change in work culture is not something that can 

occur quickly. 

“It takes a long time to change,” he said. She urged business leaders to take 

action and think about the skills side of AI. 

Matt Dyke, founder of AnalogFolk, said: “I think what is very important in the 

world is that technology has to work for everyone. All too often it can help those 

people who are more fortunate while creating a barrier for those who don’t have 

access to it.”  

The report concluded: “As AI’s capabilities continue to evolve and expand, the 

organisations best placed to succeed will be the ones that recognise human 

plus machine tends to outstrip human or machine. 

“That focus on augmentation, not just automation. From building trust to 

improving productivity, a culture that empowers employees to grow, improve 

and collaborate with technology rather than compete with it can deliver better 

outcomes for everyone – and everything – involved.” 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/450430103/Data-skills-could-improve-employment-options-as-AI-accelerates
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/450430103/Data-skills-could-improve-employment-options-as-AI-accelerates
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

  

 IBM pushes boundaries of AI, but insists 
companies take an ethical approach 

Sebastian Klovig Skelton, guest editor 

Researchers at IBM’s R&D labs in Zurich have begun applying artificial 

intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) technologies to a host of new and 

unusual contexts as they attempt to discover what the technology is capable of. 

These applications range from creating new fragrances and streamlining 

healthcare operations, to producing stealthy, hard-to-detect malware and 

teaching machines how to debate. 

The various projects are at different stages of fruition, but are all part of IBM’s 

wider strategy of developing core AI and using it to transform industries. 

However, as AI and ML technologies proliferate, increasing focus should be 

given to the ethical implications of using it, something IBM is keen to highlight. 

Challenging biases 

 “One of the concerns [with AI] is around bias – the fact that, especially in AI 

systems that are data-driven based on ML approaches, you can inject some 

bias,” says Francesca Rossi, global leader of AI ethics at IBM Research. 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://www.computerweekly.com/resources/Artificial-intelligence-automation-and-robotics
https://www.computerweekly.com/resources/Artificial-intelligence-automation-and-robotics
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252444488/Chess-grandmaster-Garry-Kasparov-tells-Tableau-users-human-intelligence-still-has-role-to-play
https://searchcio.techtarget.com/news/252447877/How-bias-in-AI-happens-and-what-IT-pros-can-do-about-it
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

“If the training data is not inclusive enough, not diverse enough, then the AI 

system will not be fair in its decisions or recommendations for humans. You 

want to avoid that, so there is an issue around detecting and mitigating bias in 

training data, but also in models,” she says. 

There are a variety of different kinds of biases. One is interaction bias, 

exemplified by Microsoft’s infamous chatbot Tay, which learned by observing 

how people interacted on Twitter. However, Twitter is not necessarily the best 

representation of real human interaction, meaning the bot had to be shut 

down within 24 hours due to the fact it began making racist statements. 

Another, much more subtle kind of bias comes in the form of product 

recommendation, like the kind you see on Netflix or YouTube that recommends 

content you may be interested in based on what you have previously viewed. In 

these contexts the bias can be fairly innocuous, but when it comes to news or 

social media these AI filter bubbles become much more damaging through their 

creation of echo chambers. 

Natural language bias, however, is the hardest type of bias to eliminate in AI. 

“Certain types of bias are baked into language,” says Barry O’Sullivan, 

president of the European Artificial Intelligence Association. “If you look at the 

proximity of certain noun phrases to other noun phrases, in many languages 

you’ll find nouns that refer to authority positions, like president or leader or 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://searchenterpriseai.techtarget.com/feature/How-to-keep-your-implementation-of-AI-free-from-algorithm-bias
https://www.theverge.com/2016/3/24/11297050/tay-microsoft-chatbot-racist
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

director, are very close in text with gender nouns, and that’s not the case for 

females who tend to be associated maybe with caring roles or supporting roles.” 

According to Rossi, the intersectionality of bias means it may not be possible to 

completely eliminate bias. “You don’t want to be biased on various protected 

variables, like race and gender and age, but then by removing maybe one thing 

you might introduce a little more bias on another because they intersect with 

one another,” she says. 

O’Sullivan adds that bias is ultimately a question of consensus. “We have to 

think very carefully about how we want to deal with bias because there are 

questions that we often can’t agree on, such as whether something has a bias 

or not. In general, the question of ethics and ethical codes ultimately comes 

down to whether or not there’s a consensus as to what is acceptable, and what 

is not,” he says. 

But where does this consensus come from? 

The trolley problem 

The trolley problem is a theoretical question applied to self-driving cars. What it 

essentially boils down to is, if a crash is unavoidable and someone is going to 

die as a result, how does the car make that decision? 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://searchcio.techtarget.com/news/252447349/Approaches-for-embedding-human-ethics-in-AI-systems
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trolley_problem
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252452202/Self-driving-cars-may-have-to-break-the-law-says-Law-Commission
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

“Does it kill the young woman, or does it kill the two professional men, or does it 

sacrifice the two children in favour of the person who’s got world-leading 

expertise in neurosurgery?” says O’Sullivan. 

A study published by Nature, called the Moral Machine experiment, asked 2.3 

million people across the globe what they would like the autonomous vehicle to 

do in this life-or-death situation. It found that people’s ethical values and 

preferences differed wildly by culture and geographic location. 

“There is actually no consensus around what ethical principles should be 

because they’re very much dependent on societal norms,” says O’Sullivan. 

“That’s really challenging for AI researchers.” 

Ultimately, a self-driving car will never be designed specifically to kill someone, 

so although the life-or-death choice is an edge case, statistical versions of the 

trolley problem are likely to occur in the real world. 

IBM’s Rossi describes a scenario where you are in a self-driving car travelling in 

the same lane as a truck travelling in the opposite direction towards your car, 

while there is also a bicycle travelling parallel to you. The choices are to move 

closer to the bike to create some space between you and the truck, but in doing 

so risk hitting the cyclist, or move to the other side which would mean less 

space between you and the truck. “It’s a matter of increasing one risk over 

another,” she says. 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-018-0637-6
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252449965/Digital-Catapult-launches-Ethics-Framework-for-AI-and-machine-learning
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

One solution to overcoming disagreements in ethical opinion is in the 

transparency of the technology – if we cannot agree on what is ethical, we at 

least need to know how the system is reaching its conclusions. 

Building trust through transparency 

To embed this transparency, IBM is proposing the use of factsheets for AI 

services, which it describes as being similar to food labels in the sense that, 

when you look at it, you can see the data it was trained on, who trained it, when 

it was trained, and so on. 

The factsheet would be comprised of four main pillars: fairness – using data and 

models free of bias; robustness – making systems secure; explainability – 

people need to know what is going on inside the black box; and lineage – 

providing details of development, deployment and maintenance so the system 

can be audited throughout its lifecycle. 

“We think every AI system, when it’s delivered, should be accompanied by 

something that describes all the design choices and also how we took care of 

bias, explainability, and so on,” says Rossi. “We think trust in the tech is 

achieved by being very transparent, not just about the data policy, but also very 

transparent on the design choices.” 

IBM’s Project Debater, for example, is the first AI system to engage in a live 

public debate with humans, which it is able to do through unscripted reasoning. 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252452183/GDPR-a-challenge-to-AI-black-boxes
http://www.research.ibm.com/artificial-intelligence/project-debater/
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

“In this setup, we believe humans still prevail,” says Noam Slonim, the principle 

investigator for Project Debater. “Humans rely more on rhetoric, and when we 

measure it they usually deliver speech better than the system. On the other 

hand, the system advantage is usually reflected by the fact it can pinpoint high-

quality evidence to support its case.” 

Due to AI’s ability to search huge amounts of data very quickly, there is potential 

for Project Debater to be used in assisting human decisions, as it can quickly 

identify facts and evidence, both in support and opposition to the arguments 

presented. 

The more transparent and explainable the system is, the more those using it for 

these purposes will be able to trust the information it provides. 

Building trust can also be helped if companies act responsibly with the powerful 

technologies in their hands. This is especially true in the context of rapid 

technological advancement, according to O’Sullivan. “Just because we can do 

something with AI, doesn’t mean we should go and do it,” he says. 

“Humans ultimately need to be responsible for AI systems. An AI system should 

never be used as a way of a human being relinquishing or displacing his or her 

responsibility for taking a decision, so if an AI system is under your control, you 

are responsible,” adds O’Sullivan. 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://www.computerweekly.com/feature/Nigel-Shadbolt-on-why-the-UK-is-well-placed-to-lead-on-the-ethics-of-AI
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

“Trust in the tech is not enough. You also want the final users to trust whoever 

produces that technology,” says Rossi. “You need to build a system of corporate 

responsibility.” 

One way IBM is trying to do this is through collaborative initiatives with 

international bodies, national governments and other organisations developing 

AI technologies. 

“You want to hear the voice of everybody, not just those who produce the AI 

system, but those communities that are affected by the AI,” concludes Rossi. 

Some of the artificial intelligence applications being explored by IBM 

Medgate’s AI-powered symptom checker 

One of the AI-powered technologies being explored by IBM Research is a 

decision support system for patients originally envisioned by digital health 

company Medgate. 

Medgate wants to decentralise and automate the provision of healthcare in 

Switzerland, and operates a number of consultations and clinics that fit 

healthcare around the individual. 

Its offers teleclinics, for example, which allow patients to have a phone call or 

video chat with their doctor at any time of day, providing 24/7 access to medical 

http://www.computerweekly.com
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

consultations. Since 2000, the company claims to have undertaken 7.4 million 

of these teleconsultations. 

These are accompanied by mini-clinics, which are essentially doctors’ surgeries 

minus the physical doctor. Instead, the doctor will be present by video, while the 

patient and a medical assistant have access to the broad range of diagnostic 

devices available at the clinics. 

Both types of clinic are also connected to a partner network of more than 1,700 

doctors, 50 clinicians and 200 pharmacies, to which a patient can be 

referred should they need further medical attention or guidance. 

All of these services are integrated through the Medgate app, which, although in 

essence is a booking app for the consultations and clinics, acts a hub through 

which patients can organise their healthcare needs. 

However, not every patient who uses Medgate’s telefeatures necessarily needs 

to speak with a doctor. To detect and identify the cases that would best be 

served by a direct referral, Medgate is enlisting an AI-based chatbot, which 

essentially acts as an intelligent symptom checker. 

Medgate claims this will save 15-20% of its costs in Switzerland. 

“This is the pattern of the modern healthcare industry – in hospitals you have 90 

doctors and five cooks; the future is 90 doctors, 20 software engineers,” says 

http://www.computerweekly.com
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

Medgate CEO Andy Fischer, who admits there are still a number of challenges 

with the technology. 

One of these is technological acceptance by patients and physicians. 

“Traditionally, healthcare is something that’s been very personal, it’s embedded 

in our language. [We think,] ‘When I’m sick, I have to see a doctor’, [but] it 

should be, ‘When I’m sick, I need to make sure my doctor has enough data to 

decide’,” says Fischer. 

“But it’s such a historical, traditional thing that medicine is something personal.” 

Beyond building trust in the technology, there are also direct technical 

challenges, such as teaching the artificial intelligence contextual information that 

it cannot get from textbooks. For example, the time of day, how close the patient 

is to a hospital, how nervous a person is. 

“This was, and will be, the major component of our collaboration with IBM,” says 

Fischer. 

Symrise’s AI-generated fragrances 

IBM Research has also partnered with fragrance and flavourings manufacturer 

Symrise to create perfume based on AI-generated digital fragrance models. 

http://www.computerweekly.com
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

The technology builds on previous IBM research into using AI to pair flavours for 

recipe creation. The ML algorithms are used to sift through thousands of raw 

materials and pre-existing fragrance formulas, which helps it to identify patterns 

and novel combinations that have never been tried. 

On top of this, the technology includes algorithms that can learn and predict 

what the human response to each fragrance would be, how much of a raw 

material to use and if there are any materials that can be substituted by another. 

Using this data, Symrise and IBM have already created a new perfume, called 

Philyra, which was generated by AI with the specific design objective of creating 

a fragrance for Brazillian millennials. 

“That’s the part that’s amazing to me – that in 1.7 million formulas, finding 

something that hasn’t been done before is pretty hard to do,” says David Apel, a 

senior perfumer at Symrise who has been using the technology. 

“The creative process is superfast and very innovative, and very interesting to 

me because I can still pursue my own methodology of how I create fragrance 

while she’s [the AI] doing something else in the background,” adds Apel. “She 

just feeds me ideas, so in that respect it’s a personal assistant that’s never 

sleeping.” 

 

 

http://www.computerweekly.com
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

IBM’s Project Debater adapts AI to human logic 

Developing broad AI that learns across disciplines is a core focus for IBM, which 

has historically been very active in this space. In 1997, for example, IBM’s Deep 

Blue system beat the chess world champion, and in 2011 IBM Watson defeated 

the top champions of US game show Jeopardy! 

Now, Project Debater, which absorbs massive amounts of data from a diverse 

set of information and perspectives to help it make arguments and well-informed 

decisions, has been used in a number of live public debates with humans. 

“I think it’s fair to say that humans really do not have a chance when facing the 

machines at board games, but these board games, in my opinion, also 

represent the comfort zone of artificial intelligence,” says Noam Slonim, the 

principle investigator for Project Debater. 

“In search problems, computers are much, much better than humans, so we can 

use the computational power to overcome human performance. The AI can use 

a tactic or logic that humans cannot understand in order to win the game. These 

observations are not true for debate,” says Slonim. 

Unlike with board games, where the victor is clear-cut, the value of arguments is 

inherently subjective, meaning the AI must adapt its logic to human rationale 

when arguing a point, and do so extremely quickly in an unscripted manner. 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://www.computerweekly.com/photostory/450423801/AI-A-brief-history-of-man-versus-machine-intelliegnce/2/DeepBlue-versus-Garry-Kasparov
https://www.computerweekly.com/photostory/450423801/AI-A-brief-history-of-man-versus-machine-intelliegnce/2/DeepBlue-versus-Garry-Kasparov
https://www.computerweekly.com/feature/For-IBM-the-answer-is-Watson-But-what-is-the-question
https://www.computerweekly.com/feature/For-IBM-the-answer-is-Watson-But-what-is-the-question
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

Data-driven speech writing and delivery, listening comprehension that can pick 

up on the nuances and complexities of human language, and a modelling 

system that uses human dilemmas to enable principled arguments to be formed 

are the three capabilities that underpin Project Debater’s ability for unscripted 

reasoning. 

IBM’s DeepLocker uses AI to understand cyber threats 

With the shift to machine learning and artificial intelligence is being touted by 

IBM as the next major progression in IT, researchers have also begun 

developing a new breed of highly evasive malware that conceals itself until it 

reaches a specific, pre-programmed victim. 

Most security software today is rules based, but AI can circumvent these rules 

by learning and understanding them over time. The AI model in DeepLocker is 

specifically trained to behave within the rules it has learnt unless it is presented 

with a victim-specific trigger. 

These triggers include visual, audio and geolocation features. During a 

demonstration, for example, one of the researchers working on the technology, 

cryptographer Marc Stöcklin, trained DeepLocker to recognise the face of an 

IBM employee. 

Upon seeing the employee’s face through a laptop webcam, the malware 

released its malicious payload and infected the machine. 

http://www.computerweekly.com
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

By developing this technology, IBM Research claims it can better understand 

the cyber threats of the future, likening its method to examining the virus to 

create a vaccine. 
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

  

 AI-enhanced security tools necessary for 
today’s threats 

Warwick Ashford, security editor 

Despite spending billions of dollars on cyber security products in 2017, cyber 

attacks continue to be successful, which means tools need to be updated, 

according to John Tolbert, lead analyst at KuppingerCole. 

“Security tools have tended to be focused on prevention, but now we need to 

take a more realistic view and ensure we are focusing more time and tools on 

detection and response,” he told attendees of the KuppingerCole Cyber Security 

Leadership Summit in Berlin. 

Defences based on Lockheed Martin’s cyber kill chain were mainly aimed at 

preventing reconnaissance, weaponising, delivery and exploitation, said Tolbert, 

with detection and response only required at the malware installation, callback 

and execution phases of the kill chain. 

While this is still a valid approach, he said the Mitre framework was more up to 

date and more realistic, with prevention mentioned only in connection with the 

initial access and execution phases, while detection and response is specified 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://www.kuppingercole.com/events/csls2018berlin
https://www.kuppingercole.com/events/csls2018berlin
https://www.lockheedmartin.com/en-us/capabilities/cyber/cyber-kill-chain.html
https://www.computerweekly.com/feature/Breaking-the-cyber-kill-chain
https://attack.mitre.org/
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

with regard to the eight other phases, including privilege escalation, credential 

theft, lateral movement and exfiltration. 

“These frameworks are useful in helping organisations to plan where they need 

to do work, and while prevention always will be important, there has been a shift 

in emphasis to detection and response. We believe artificial intelligence [AI] and 

machine learning [ML] can help in making this shift,” said Tolbert. 

However, he said the way these terms were used by security tool marketing 

teams could be confusing. 

“When security suppliers use the term AI, they do not mean strong AI in the 

sense of a computer having the capability to think in the same way as a human 

being. They usually mean that their product uses a machine learning algorithm 

to solve particular problems,” said Tolbert. 

“There are, however, several places where machine learning comes into play 

for cyber security, particularly in anti-malware tools, where ML is a must 

because there are now millions of malware variants being created every day 

and only ML-assisted malware prevention products can keep up,” he said. 

Other areas where ML comes into play, said Tolbert, is with firewalls, web 

application firewalls and application programming interface (API) gateways 

where ML can be used to analyse traffic patterns; threat hunting, where ML can 

augment capabilities to deal with huge volumes of data across thousands of 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://searchenterpriseai.techtarget.com/definition/AI-Artificial-Intelligence
https://searchenterpriseai.techtarget.com/definition/machine-learning-ML
https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/API-gateway-application-programming-interface-gateway
https://searchcio.techtarget.com/definition/threat-hunter-cybersecurity-threat-analyst
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

nodes; data governance for auto-classification of data objects; authorisation and 

access control policies, where ML can aid with the analysis of access patterns 

and analyse regulations to auto-generate rules and polices; and with security 

information and event management [Siem] and user behaviour analytics, where 

ML can be used for efficient baselining and anomaly detection. 

“Current tools are not able to cope with unknown attacks, and this is where AI 

and ML can be used to augment those tools. At the same time, we are seeing 

the emergence of tools that can help organisations to comply with regulations 

by building polices that can be reviewed by humans,” he said. 

The use of AI and ML is delivering better tools that can reduce the time spent on 

mundane tasks and free up staff to work on more likely threats and improve an 

organisation’s cyber security posture, said Tolbert. “This might reduce the skills 

gap, but it will not eliminate it by replacing information security experts,” he said, 

which is often cited as a reason for switching to AI and ML-enhanced security 

tools. 

While AI and ML tools can help, Tolbert said it should not be forgotten that they 

need models and quality data, and as a result they can be manipulated. 

“While AI and ML can be used for good, they can also be used for bad. We 

have already seen attackers carrying out generative adversarial attacks for 

password cracking and steganography attacks that hide data inside images,” he 

said. 

http://www.computerweekly.com
https://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/security-information-and-event-management-SIEM
https://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/security-information-and-event-management-SIEM
https://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/user-behavior-analytics-UBA
https://searchenterpriseai.techtarget.com/definition/generative-modeling
https://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/steganography
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Artificial Intelligence, for real 

In summary, Tolbert said ML-enhanced tools were necessary to keep up with 

threats and needed to be deployed across all layers of the IT stack, but warned 

that such tools were not perfect as they could be gamed and it was likely that AI 

and ML would be used to create cyber weapons. 
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